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About This Content

The Klang Soundtrack is a collection of 34 original tracks featured in the game. Each track was composed by veteran EDM
artist and OverClocked ReMix video game music remixer, bLiNd. (The Klang Soundtrack is also YouTuber/Twitcher friendly.)

Track List (all tracks are presented in MP3 and FLAC format)

01 - Enter Klang (Trailer Theme)
02 - Klang (Title Screen)

03 - Welcome to the Kick (Training Level & Elevator)
04 - Disco Balls (Training Level Bonus)

05 - Bladerunner (Elevator Boss)
06 - Peak Waves (Top of the Tower Theme)
07 - Over the Top (Top of Tower Cutscene)

08 - Rock Bottom (Caves)
09 - Otherworld (Overworld Theme)
10 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay)

11 - Shuffle Jumper (Pirate Cove)
12 - Ether Real (Infiltration Theme)
13 - Agent Klang (Factory Bonus)

14 - Bazz (Gladiator Boss)
15 - Angel Tracks (City)

16 - Neoteknika (City Bonus 1)
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17 - Overclocked (City Bonus 2)
18 - Death Angel (City Boss)

19 - Sonus (Tower Boss)
20 - The Trickster (Final Boss)

21 - Welcome to the End (End Credits)
22 - Full Circle (Final Ranking)

23 - Neon Punk (Alpha Trailer Theme)
24 - Klang (Main Theme Club Mix)
25 - Rock Bottom (Caves Ambient)

26 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay Ambient)
27 - Ether Real (Alternate)

28 - Angel Tracks (City Level Ambient)
29 - Netherworld (Other Dimension Overworld)

30 - Portal Jumper (Other Dimension)
31 - Coolaid (Other Dimension)

32 - Dimension Rift (Other Dimension)
33 - Tune Blades (Bonus Song)
34 - VHS (Other Dimension)
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Title: Klang Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Tinimations
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016
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Good game but still too many bugs (Some Combat cards doesn't work properly and sometimes cards remain fixed in the middle
of the screen). It's the second time I buy a Hexwar game and second time I'm disappointed by the quality of the product (the
firts was Nuts! Battle of the Bulge) The question is: Not enough time\/persons for playtesting before scheduled release? I know
that this year more Commands and colors game are coming: Come on HexWar! Let's improve!. a realy awesome game. First of
all, the program is just fantastic. I bought it one year before and i´m still impressed, what you can do!
But, it has to be sayin, that you need skill to create fantastic creations like in in the overview. Its NOT like photoshop, it is kinda
like your own digital paintbox with all brushes you wish for. This makes that program unique in my eyes.

Devenetly a purchase recommendation for every hobby/professional digital artist!
10/10. nice physics, awasome and addictive music and a gameplay that unlocks frenzy mode on you... really nice to play with
friends. Very addictive and challenging little game. Alot of variety and possible strategies. Short sessions.. A classic hacking
game. Definitely worth it if the game is on sale.. An interesting view on history, with a pretty good story.. Absurdly dull
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An interesting game. Each playthrough is different. It frustrated the hell out of me at times, yet I still enjoyed playing it. The
soundtrack is lovely.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you 2K. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you EPIC Store.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you Tencent.
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...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. interesting so far, stuck at a steep hill that I cant climb, wondering if i got
turned around somewhere... the whole idea of controlling 1 player is great but it needs a lot of improvement.
servers are laggy atm.
need more features.
the menu needs improvement.
there are no fouls.
its like an early access game not a finished one.

i will give it a positive review only cause i like the concept a lot.. Overall, it would be easy to use if it weren't so buggy. Design
choices are very limited, and there hasn't been an update since it was released.. Oh... Something is Busted all right... If ya know
what I mean ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) AmIright?

But in all seriousness. The game does get decently hard, to many Dads to keep track of and he is kinda spooky at times.. This
has been my favorite Visual Novel so far because what it does is extremely unique to turn what would be an otherwise ordinary
story into a magical experience. There are about three layers of interactivity between the characters and the original story of
XBlaze Code: Embryo to make you curious about the entire world before the War of the Black Beast.

Again, the art is alright, I'm not going to say I suddenly liked it between then and now and honestly think they upped a bit on the
fanservice but it's still not as bad as others do with showing cleavage or thighs and miniskirts. I really suggest this over the first
game as you'll find out the full, real story and then some without needing to find all the different paths. Yet I think it's better to
see if you like that before trying this as it can be daunting with how much is packed into this.

Characters have just a tiny bit more depth to them though that's like saying you've stapled an extra page of dialogue to a
cardboard cutout. Some people were toned down while others were toned up for whatever reason. While it's not an original
story, it does put the player through tasks such as finding pieces, answering trivia, and making decisions that keep the player at
least invested enough to carry on.

Some of my other complaints include a lack of a pause / save feature when you view Crystal Memories (I mean, at least pause
would have been nice) and some riddles being a bit too difficult due to obscurity. This is not a VN for an afternoon, this is more
for people who, like me, love to just Discover things even if it has little to no value overall. Like opening a box only to find
another box and so forth.

Having finished this finally, I think I can fully appreciate the characters and story of Centralfiction at the very least as I know
the main character from here was a bit of a controversy from thes tart.. With that skin pack Elian looks like Naruto >.<
. This is hopefully getting an update to sound and graphics. Ill hold off on full review.. \u6e38\u620f\u4e0d\u9519
\u4f46\u662f\u5267\u60c5\u592a\u77ed\uff0c\u800c\u4e14\u5267\u60c5\u8fd8\u672a\u5b8c\u6574
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